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The Thomson model, used for calculating thermodynamic properties of cluster ions from macroscopic
properties, and variations of this model were compared to each other and to experimental data for both hydrated
mono- and divalent ions. Previous models that used the Thomson equation to calculate sequential binding
thermodynamic values of hydrated ions, either continuously or discretely including an ion-dipole interaction
term, were compared to a discrete model that includes the excluded volume of an impurity ion. All models,
given their limitations, provided reasonable agreement to data for monovalent ions. For divalent cluster ions,
the continuous model, and a discrete model that includes the ion-exclusion volume provide significantly
better agreement to both the binding enthalpy and the binding entropy data as compared to the model that
includes an ion-dipole term. A systematic deviation in the continuous model resulted in significantly lower
binding enthalpies than the discrete model for clusters with fewer than about nine and 19 water molecules for
mono- and divalent ions, respectively, but this difference became negligible for larger clusters. Previous
investigations of the various Thomson model implementations used parameters for bulk water at 313 K.
Using parameters at 298 K has a negligible effect at small cluster sizes, but at larger sizes, the binding
enthalpies are 0.2 kcal/mol higher than with the 313 K parameters. Although small, the effect is significant
for ion nanocalorimetry experiments in which thermochemical information is obtained from the number of
water molecules lost upon activating large clusters.

1. Introduction

Molecular cluster ions, which have been described as “bridg-
ing the gas and condensed phases,”1 can provide fundamental
insight into ion-solvent dynamics, solution-phase phenomena,
such as the Hofmeister series,2 and atmospheric phenomena,
such as ion-induced nucleation3 and aerosol chemistry.4 Because
of the importance of ion-water interactions, extensive effort has
gone into investigating the properties of gaseous hydrated ions
and how these properties change with cluster size and approach
those of bulk solutions. An abundance of information for smaller
cluster ions has been reported, including thermodynamic proper-
ties (∆G, ∆H, ∆S, and∆U) of sequential hydration of numerous
elemental cations5-28 and anions,28,29as well as a wide variety
of molecular ions.28,30-33 These and other structural studies, such
as spectroscopy,34-42 resulted in a detailed understanding as to
how water organizes around ions, information about ion
coordination numbers, and even how water interacts with and
affects the structure of biomolecules.34-36 Extending such
measurements to larger cluster sizes is challenging, and
experimental results concerning clusters with two or more
solvent shells are limited. In principle, it is possible to obtain
bulk physical properties by extrapolating data from clusters as
a function of size, but this can require measurements obtained
from very large clusters. For example, the vertical electron
affinity of water has been extrapolated from photoelectron
spectroscopy measurements of anionic water clusters with up
to 69 water molecules.43

The binding energies of water molecules to ionic clusters
depend on many factors, including the ion identity, charge state,

and cluster size. Effects of ion identity on water binding energies
are significant for smaller clusters but rapidly decrease with
increasing cluster ion size. For example, values for the binding
enthalpy of the first water to M(H2O)n+ (M ) Li, Na, and K)
range from 17.9 to 32.7 kcal/mol,10,11,19whereas these values
for the sixth water molecule range from 10.0 to 12.1 kcal/
mol.10,11Similarly, effects of charge on the water binding energy
rapidly decrease with cluster size; values for the water binding
enthalpy to divalent Mg, Ca, Sr, and Ba are between 11.6 and
13.0 kcal/mol for clusters with 13 water molecules.20 Few
experimental measurements of water binding energies8,9,44and
enthalpies8 for significantly larger ionic clusters have been
reported.

Accurate thermodynamic values of water binding to large
clusters are important for a variety of applications, including
modeling ion-induced nucleation45 and ion nanocalorimetry.46-49

The latter method recently has been used to provide new insight
concerning ion-electron recombination reactions from which
information about absolute electrochemical half-cell potentials
in bulk solution48,49 and other bulk physical properties can be
obtained. In ion nanocalorimetry, a measure of the internal
energy that is deposited into a cluster upon activation is obtained
from the distribution of ligands that are lost from the cluster.
For example, electron capture by [Ru(NH3)6(H2O)55]3+ results
in the loss of 17-19 water molecules from the reduced
precursor.48,49For large clusters such as this, the recombination
energy is determined predominantly from the sum of the ligand
binding energies for each water molecule lost.46-49 Because of
the large number of water molecules that typically evaporate
from the clusters upon ion-electron recombination, accurate
values for the binding energy of water as a function of charge
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state and cluster size are essential to obtain accurate bulk
properties. Uncertainties concerning the binding energy of each
water molecule that evaporates from these reduced clusters add
up and contribute significantly to the overall uncertainty of this
method.

Because of the paucity of experimental data on large cluster
ions and clusters containing multivalent ions with high charge
states, an attractive approach is to calculate the thermodynamic
properties of water binding using ion-solvation models. Thom-
son derived an equation to calculate the effect on the vapor
pressure of a liquid when confined to a charged spherical
drop,50,51 which increases the vapor pressure versus the bulk.
Charging the drop decreases the vapor pressure. This Thomson
liquid drop model50,51 has been used to calculate the thermo-
dynamic properties of ion clustering reactions,10,52-55 to calculate
barriers to nucleation,52,56 and to correlate single ion-solvation
enthalpies with stepwise solvation data.57 Castleman and Holland
calculated sequential binding enthalpies and entropies for
monovalent clustering reactions of the form

with the Thomson equation using solvent parameters for water,
ammonia, pyridine, acetonitrile, and methanol.53 Values from
this continuous charged liquid drop model (C model) were
comparable to those obtained from high-pressure mass spec-
trometry (HPMS) for water, but the agreement for other solvents
was not as good. In general, the agreement between the
sequential enthalpy calculations and the experimental data was
better than that for entropy.

The Thomson liquid drop model and other variants discussed
next do not explicitly account for structural effects in the
clusters. For small clusters, specific ion-solvent interactions, such
as shell structures or magic numbers, can result in deviations
from models that are based solely on bulk solvent properties.
Such models should provide more accurate thermodynamic
values at larger sizes where specific structural effects should
be less significant. Because experimental data generally exist
for smaller cluster sizes, the effect of cluster structure is an
important factor when evaluating such models.

In the Thomson liquid drop model, the charge is located in
the center of a homogeneous dielectric sphere. The location of
the ion in a cluster depends on the identity of the ion impurity
and cluster size. For example, the location of the excess electron
(surface vs interior) in hydrated electron clusters and how this
depends on cluster size is still hotly debated.58-61 Hynes and
co-workers introduced a surface ion liquid drop model, in which
sequential binding thermodynamic values were calculated using
the C model but were corrected for a surface-solvated charge.54

This model also takes into account the volume of the impurity
ion, a factor not included in previous models.52,53,55To account
for the impurity ion volume, absolute solvation free energy data
were used to obtain the approximate size exclusion radii for
Na+ and I- using the Born solvation equation.62 Hydrated Na+

and I- clusters were investigated because Na+ is solvated
internally, whereas I- is likely to be surface-solvated forn up
to ∼60.63,64 Calculated sequential enthalpy and free energy
values from the C model and clustering data for Na(H2O)n+ at
small sizes (n e 6) were in good agreement, whereas the surface
ion liquid drop model performed less well at small cluster sizes
when compared to sequential binding enthalpies for I(H2O)n-,
measured experimentally forn e 5 and calculated using
computer simulations forn e 6.

A new implementation of the Thomson liquid drop model
recently was introduced (referred to in the following text as the

DD model), in which clustering reactions are treated discretely,
a term for the energy of the permanent dipole and induced dipole
interaction between the evaporating ligand and the ionic cluster
was introduced, but the model does not include the ion size.55

The sequential binding enthalpies calculated with this model
were compared to sequential solvation enthalpies of protonated
water, methanol, ammonia, and pyridine clusters using solvent
parameters at various temperatures, including 313 K for water.
The calculated values agree relatively well with measured data
for protonated clusters. No comparisons to solvated metal ion
cluster data were made. The DD model was recently used to
develop a second-generation ion-mediated nucleation model.45

Because of the strong dependence of these models on charge,
comparisons to solvated divalent metal ion data provide a more
rigorous test of the validity of such models. Whereas solvated
monovalent clusters can be formed readily using association
reactions between a metal ion and a solvent vapor, divalent
cluster ions can be more difficult to produce because of the
possibility of a competitive charge separation pathway at small
cluster sizes.65 Electrospray ionization (ESI)66 enables the gentle
transfer of ions that exist in solution to the gas phase67 and has
been used to produce hydrated divalent20-26 and even trivalent
cluster ions.68 Thermodynamic values for the sequential binding
of water to divalent ions have been measured for numerous ions
using HPMS,20-22,29 black body infrared radiative dissociation
(BIRD),23-25 and guided ion beam mass spectrometry (GIBMS).26

This body of data presents a prime opportunity to test the various
Thomson model implementations for calculating stepwise
binding thermodynamic values from strictly macroscopic prop-
erties and ascertain the limits of these models.

Here, we compare three variants of the Thomson equation
to previously reported experimental mono- and divalent ion
clustering thermodynamic data. Effects of charge and temper-
ature on the Thomson equation models were examined, and a
slightly modified implementation of the Thomson liquid drop
model was found to provide the best fit to experimental data
for a wide range of cluster ions of various sizes and charges.

2. Various Implementations of Thomson Model for
Calculating Sequential Thermodynamic Properties of
Cluster Ions

2.1. Continuous Thomson Model.The free energy to create
a cluster ion, MLnz, consisting of an ion impurity, Mz, of nominal
chargez and solvated byn ligands may be approximated using
the Thomson equation,50,51 in which the energy to condensen
ligands is combined with the surface energy required to form
the neutral drop (∆Gsurf) and the energy to charge the condensed
dielectric (or the energy to solvate the charged drop,∆Gsolv,
using the Born equation).62 In SI units, the free energy change
for drop formation,∆G0,n, can be expressed by53

where the first, second, and third terms correspond to the
condensation free energy,∆Gsurf, and∆Gsolv, respectively;k,
ε0, ande are the Boltzmann constant, vacuum permittivity, and
elementary charge, respectively;T is the temperature;PR is the
ratio of the partial pressure of L to the normal vapor pressure
of L at the same temperature; andγ andε are the surface tension
and dielectric constant of L, respectively. The radius of the
cluster is calculated using

M+Ln f M+Ln-1 + L (1)

∆G0,n ) -nkT ln PR +

4πγRn
2 + (z2e2/8πε0Rn)(1 - ε

-1) (2)

Rn ) (n + ai)
1/3Rs (3)
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whereRs is the effective radius of L, andai is a volume factor
relating the size of L to the size of the ion impurity. The effective
radius is calculated from bulk density data

whereM andF are the molar mass and density of L, respectively,
and N is Avogadro’s constant. The free energy change per
addition of a single ligand (∆Gn,n-1) may be approximated by
differentiating the negative of eq 2 with respect to size,n,53

resulting in (SI units)

where the first term is the bulk free energy of vaporization
(∆Gvap), andP0 is the vapor pressure of L at temperatureT.
Stepwise binding entropies (∆Sn,n-1) are calculated by dif-
ferentiating eq 5 with respect to temperature (∆S) -∂∆G/∂T)
holding the internal droplet pressure constant. The approximate
sequential binding enthalpies (∆Hn,n-1) were obtained from the
thermodynamic relationship

Results of the C model using physical properties of water at
313 K (Table 1) are shown in Figure 1 for monovalent, divalent,
and trivalent ions as a function of cluster size. As expected,
higher charge states result in significantly higher calculated
∆Hn,n-1 values, and this effect is most pronounced at smaller
cluster sizes. Forn ) 2, ∆Hn,n-1 equals 18, 54, and 113 kcal/
mol for z ) 1, 2, and 3, respectively. However, forn ) 30, the
difference between∆Hn,n-1 for z ) 1 and 2 is less than 1 kcal/
mol, and forn ) 61, the difference in∆Hn,n-1 betweenz ) 1
and 3 is less than 1 kcal/mol. Byn ≈ 350, the binding enthalpies
for the z ) 1-3 clusters are calculated to be within 0.1 kcal/
mol, indicating that the effect of charge state on individual water
binding energies is minimal for these larger sizes. The C model
for all three charge states converges to the bulk water enthalpy
of vaporization (10.3 kcal/mol) asn approaches∞. For n )
1000, the calculated∆Hn,n-1 values of thez ) 1, 2, and 3
clusters are 9.8 kcal/mol and forn ) 10 000, this value is 10.1
kcal/mol. This model predicts that a very large hydration number
is needed to reach the corresponding bulk enthalpy value.

2.2. Discrete Thomson Model.With the continuous Thom-
son model, the discrete phenomenon of sequential ligand
evaporation was approximated by a continuous function.
Calculating the thermodynamic properties of the product cluster,
MLn-1

z, from the slope of this continuous function at the MLn
z

cluster resulted in a systematic deviation that became more
significant at smaller cluster sizes (vide infra). The stepwise
thermodynamic properties of ligand binding to a metal ion can
be discretely calculated using the thermodynamic cycle shown

in Scheme 1, where∆Gsolv, ∆Gsurf, and∆Gvap are combined to
obtain∆Gn,n-1 of the cluster MLnz, resulting

Evaluating these equations explicitly for the reactant and product
clusters results in

and the entropy was calculated by differentiating the negative
of the eq 8 free energy with respect toT at fixed internal droplet
pressure, resulting in

which is combined with eqs 6 and 8 to give the stepwise binding
enthalpies.

The results of this discrete Thomson equation (or D model)
for the stepwise binding enthalpies forz ) 1, 2, and 3 are
displayed in Figure 1. Comparison to the results of the C model
indicates that at larger sizes, the two models are equivalent,
but at smaller sizes for which mono- and divalent experimental
data exist, binding enthalpies from the C model are lower than
those from the D model. This difference is more significant for
higher charge states. Forn ) 2, the binding enthalpies from
the C model are smaller than those of the D model by∼6, 26,
and 60 kcal/mol forz) 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The difference
between the discrete and the continuous models is less than 0.1
kcal/mol by n ) 9, 19, and 27 for the monovalent, divalent,
and trivalent clusters, respectively. The systematic deviation of
the C model as compared to the D model occurs because the
slope of the total cluster enthalpy of then-mer with respect to
n at sizen is used to extrapolate the enthalpy of then - 1
cluster. The C model enthalpy values are systematically lower
because the total cluster enthalpy increases with decreasing
cluster size. At small cluster sizes and higher charge states,
where the rate of enthalpy change with size is the greatest, the
systematic deviation is the most significant.

2.3. Discrete Ion-Dipole Thomson Model.A modified
Thomson model was recently introduced that includes the energy
required for the evaporating ligand to escape the ion-dipole
interaction between then - 1 cluster and the ligand to infinite
separation.55 For this model, the free energy contribution of the
interaction between the dipole and cluster ion (∆GIDI) to the
stepwise binding free energy was calculated to be

TABLE 1: Properties of Water at 313a and 298 Kb

T (K) 313.15 298.15
M (g/mol) 18.015 18.015
F (g/cm3) 0.9922 0.9970
∂F/∂T -0.00038 -0.00026
e 73.15 78.38
∂ε/∂T -0.3350 -0.3363
γ (mN/m) 69.56 71.99
∂γ/∂T -0.1635 -0.1541
ln P0 -2.6200 -3.464917
∂ ln P0/∂T 0.0530 0.0597

a From ref 53.b Obtained and calculated from ref 69.

Rs ) (3M/4πFN)1/3 (4)

∆Gn,n-1 ) -kT ln P0 - γ(32πM2/3F2N2n)1/3 +

(z2e2/32π2
ε0N)(1 - ε

-1)(4πN/3n)4/3 (5)

∆Hn,n-1 ) ∆Gn,n-1 + T∆Sn,n-1 (6)

SCHEME 1

∆Gn,n-1 ) ∆Gsolv(n) -
∆Gsolv(n - 1) - ∆Gsurf(n) + ∆Gsurf(n - 1) + ∆Gvap (7)

∆Gn,n-1 )

(z2e2/8πε0)(4πFN/3M)1/3(1 - ε
-1)[(n + ai - 1)-1/3 -

(n + ai)
-1/3] + 4πγ(3M/4πFN)2/3[(n + ai - 1)2/3 -

(n + ai)
2/3] - kT ln P0 (8)

∆Sn,n-1 ) (z2e2/8πε0)(4πN/3M)1/3[(n + ai)
-1/3 -

(n + ai - 1)-1/3][(1/3)(1 - ε
-1)F-2/3(∂F/∂T) +

F1/3
ε

-2(∂ε/∂T)] - 4π(3M/4πN)2/3[(n + ai - 1)2/3 -

(n + ai)
2/3][F-2/3(∂γ/∂T) - (2/3)γF-5/3(∂F/∂T)] +

k ln P0 + kT(∂ ln P0/∂T) (9)
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whereEn-1 ) ze/(4πε0(Rn + R1)2), x ) µ0En-1/kT, R is the
polarizability of L, andµ0 is the dipole moment of L. The free
energy contribution of the ion-dipole interaction is the force
between the ion and both the induced and the permanent dipoles
integrated over the reaction coordinate distance for removing
L from the surface of MLnz to infinite distance. The corre-
sponding entropy (∆SIDI) was obtained from the differential of
the eq 10 free energy with respect to temperature resulting in

whereL(x) ) [coth(x)] - x-1. These terms are combined with
eqs 8 and 9 to calculate∆Hn,n-1 values. The temperature
dependence of theR and µ0 terms is not included in the
calculated entropy values (i.e.,∂R/∂T and∂µ0/∂T are set to zero).

The results of calculating the stepwise binding enthalpies
using the DD model are shown in Figure 1. The additional ion-
dipole interaction term results in an increase in the calculated
binding enthalpy. With both the discrete and the continuous
Thomson models, the sequential binding enthalpies reach a local
minimum for intermediaten. No such minimum occurs with
the DD model (at least forn e 1000) because the combined
magnitude of the ion-dipole term and ion-solvation term exceed
that of the surface tension term (vide infra).

2.4. Components to Sequential Clustering Enthalpies and
Temperature Effects.The solvation, surface, and bulk heat of
vaporization components to the calculated stepwise enthalpy
values using the discrete and continuous models are shown in
Figure 2. The difference in the solvation enthalpy components
between the D and the C models is larger than that for the
surface component because the rate of change is larger for the

solvation component than the surface component. The solvation
enthalpy essentially goes to zero (<0.05 kcal/mol) byn ) 122
for M+ andn ) 344 for M2+, whereas the contribution due to
surface enthalpy is-0.5 kcal/mol atn ) 1000.

It is interesting to examine the effects of temperature upon
the various liquid drop model implementations. Castleman and
Holland used parameters for bulk water at 313 K,53 and these
same parameters were used in subsequent studies.54,55 Using
the parameters for water at 298 K69 for all three liquid drop
models (see Table 1) resulted in essentially the same values as
using 313 K parameters for the surface and solvation enthalpy
components, although very subtle differences exist (Figure 2).
However, the bulk vaporization enthalpy of water is 10.5 kcal/

Figure 1. Stepwise binding enthalpies (∆Hn,n-1) calculated as a function of size,n, and nominal charge,z, using the continuous (C), discrete (D),
and discrete ion-dipole (DD) Thomson models. Area of interest to recent nanocalorimetry experiments (see ref 49) is scaled by a factor of 1.5.

∆GIDI ) (1/2)REn-1
2 + kT ln[sinh(x)/x] (10)

∆SIDI ) -(1/2)En-1
2[∂R/∂T + (∂F/∂T)(n - 1)M/

(πNRn-1
2(Rn-1 + R1)F

2)] - k ln[sinh(x)/x] +

kL(x)x - kTL(x)[µ0
-1(∂µ0/∂T) +

(∂F/∂T)(n - 1)M/(2πNRn-1
2)(Rn-1 + R1)F

2] (11)

Figure 2. Stepwise enthalpy contributions from the solvation (Solv),
surface (Surf), and bulk vaporization terms to∆Hn,n-1 calculated using
physical properties of water at 298 and 313 K.
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mol at 298 K and 10.3 kcal/mol at 313 K. This small difference
should not appreciably affect the comparison between experi-
mental and calculated values for smalln values but results in a
∼0.2 kcal/mol higher binding enthalpy at larger cluster sizes.
This reflects the large contribution from the bulk vaporization
value at larger cluster sizes to the calculated∆Hn,n-1 value. This
difference is significant for recent nanocalorimetry experiments
where energy deposition is determined from the sum of binding
enthalpies for a large number of water molecules that are lost.

3. Comparison to Experimental Stepwise Hydration Data

3.1. Monovalent Cluster Ions.A comparison between the
C, the D, and the DD models to protonated water sequential
hydration data5-9 is shown in Figure 3. At smaller cluster sizes
(n < 9), most of the experimental data are obtained from
equilibrium measurements of the stepwise thermodynamic
properties of various metal ions using HPMS.5-7 For n > 8,
the sequential hydration energies are obtained exclusively from
either metastable ion fractions combined with Klots’ model of
evaporative dissociation8 or from collisional induced dissociation
experiments.9 The discrepancy in results obtained from these
two methods is significant (∼4 kcal/mol for many values). For
n ) 6, enthalpy values range from 8.5 to 16.1 kcal/mol.8,9

Protonated water clusters can form a range of interesting
structures37-39,70,71that are not accounted for with the various
implementations of the Thomson liquid drop model. Both
experimentalandcomputationalresultssuggest thatH(H2O)n)5-28

+

clusters form chain, single-ring, multiple-rings, or cage-like
structures asn increases.38,71Spectroscopic results and electronic
structure calculations for H(H2O)n+, for n ) 20,37,70 21,37,39,70

and 28,39 also suggest that the proton is at the surface of a cage-
like structure. Atn ) 20, sequential enthalpy values calculated
using the surface ion liquid drop model54 are∼1 kcal/mol lower
than that calculated using the C model. Because of the
uncertainties in the experimental values and potentially signifi-
cant structural effects for protonated water clusters, data for other
ion clusters in which the charge impurity is located in the interior
of the cluster, such as hydrated metal ion data, may provide a
more direct comparison to the calculated thermodynamic
properties from the Thomson liquid drop models.

A comparison between the C, the D, and the DD models to
monovalent hydrated metal ion data10-15 is shown in Figure 4.
The values calculated using the C and D models both agree
with most of the experimental data at small sizes better than
the DD model, although there is a large variance in the
experimental data for different ions, and all three models fit
the data relatively well. The DD model is in good agreement
with HPMS data for monovalent strontium,15 but these values
appear to be anomalously high. Because the models depend
highly on the ionic charge, a more stringent test may be obtained
by comparisons to experimental data for divalent ions.

3.2. Divalent Cluster Ions.Stepwise water binding enthalpy
values from the C, D, and DD models and experimental data

Figure 3. Sequential hydration enthalpy values for monovalent cluster
ions calculated using the continuous (C), discrete (D), and discrete ion-
dipole (DD) Thomson equations using properties of water at 298 and
313 K. Experimental values for protonated water clusters are from refs
5-9.

Figure 4. Sequential hydration enthalpy values for monovalent cluster
ions calculated using the continuous (C), discrete (D), and discrete ion-
dipole (DD) Thomson equations using properties of water at 298 and
313 K. Experimental monovalent metal ion values are from refs
10-18.

Figure 5. Sequential hydration enthalpy values for divalent cluster
ions calculated using the continuous (C), discrete (D) with an ion
impurity volume factor (ai) of 0 and 2.2 corresponding to [SO4]2-, and
discrete ion-dipole (DD) Thomson equations using properties of water
at 298 and 313 K. Clustering experimental data are from refs 20-26
and 29. Filled symbols are calculated quantum chemical values from
ref 73.
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for divalent ions measured by HPMS,20-22 BIRD,24,25 and
GIBMS,26 as well as select computational values for smaller
cluster sizes22 are compared in Figure 5. Values obtained using
the DD model are higher than the largest measured binding
enthalpy data by∼2 to ∼4 kcal/mol forn ) 6-14, and in this
size range, both the C and the D models clearly perform better.
Thermodynamic values obtained from the Thomson model
depend only on the initial and final states of the evaporation
process. The ion-dipole term in the DD model adds some of
the reaction path energy to the thermochemical values based
on the initial and final states and in doing so erroneously
accounts for the ion-molecule interactions. The anomalously
high values for the DD model are directly attributable to this
additional ion-dipole term that essentially takes into account
electrostatic interactions between the ion and the molecule twice.
At the smallest sizes, where the Thomson models are expected
to perform the worst, all models fit the calculated data
moderately well.

As for the monovalent clusters, the binding enthalpies for
the divalent clusters depend strongly on ion identity at small
sizes, but these values converge for largern. At n ) 6 and 12,
the divalent experimental sequential enthalpy values span a
range of∼7 and∼4 kcal/mol, respectively. The average absolute
difference between the D model and the experimental data is
2.9 and 0.9 kcal/mol atn ) 6 and 12, respectively. Atn ) 6
and 12, the average absolute difference between the C model
and the experiment is 4.0 and 1.0 kcal/mol, respectively.

To evaluate the effect of ion volume on the D model,∆Hn,n-1

values that include the calculated size exclusion volume for
[SO4]2-, ai ) 2.2, are shown (lower curve in Figure 5). Theai

value is obtained from the absolute solvation energy (-260.5
kcal/mol)72 of [SO4]2- and the Born equation.62 The size
exclusion volume of [SO4]2- is larger than that of the other
impurity ions (especially those that are positively charged) and
thus represents an upper limit to this effect for the ions
investigated (the other limit corresponding toai ) 0). Including

the size exclusion volume of the impurity ion with the D model
results in a lower binding enthalpy, and the agreement with both
calculated quantum chemical values73 and experimental values29

for [SO4(H2O)n]2- is excellent. However, the range in experi-
mental values for clusters of a given size that contains different
impurity ions is greater. This may be due to specific structural
effects, although uncertainties in the experimental measurements
also may contribute significantly to the range in values. At larger
sizes, the ion volume does not significantly affect the calculated
binding enthalpies. Atn ) 24, the difference in binding
enthalpies forai ) 0 and 2.2 is less than∼0.1 kcal/mol.

Because the Thomson models are based on bulk physical
properties of the solvent, specific structural effects are not taken
into account. It is interesting to compare entropy data because
structural differences can cause relatively large changes in
entropy. Sequential binding entropy data have been compared
to calculated values for monovalent cluster ions.52,53,55 Yu
showed that the sequential binding entropies calculated by the
DD model agree better than the C model for protonated water,
methanol, ammonia, and acetonitrile clusters.55 However, for
small water clusters, both models agree reasonably well. To
better test the limits of the Thomson models, calculated entropy
values are compared to experimental data for hydrated divalent
ions in Figure 6. Values from the DD model are much higher
than the experimental values. Both the continuous and the
discrete models (for bothai ) 0 and 2.2) provide better
agreement.

Although the Thomson drop model does not take into account
specific ion effects, the model does remarkably well at account-
ing for charge effects at small cluster sizes. Specific ion effects
and solvent orientation might be expected to be more significant
for divalent than monovalent ions, yet both the C and the D
models appear to fit the data for these two different charged
clusters equally well. Thus, although an ion may lower the
effective dielectric constant of the solvent near the ion74 and
the presence of a charge in a drop may alter the surface tension,75

Figure 6. Sequential hydration entropy values for divalent cluster ions calculated using the continuous (C), discrete (D) with an ion impurity
volume factor (ai) of 0 and 2.2 corresponding to [SO4]2-, and discrete ion-dipole (DD) Thomson equations using properties of water at 298 and 313
K. Filled symbols are calculated quantum chemical values from ref 22. Open symbols are experimental data from refs 20 and 29.
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these effects should increase with charge state. The generally
good agreement between the Thomson drop model and the
experimental data for mono- and divalent ions suggests that these
effects may not be very large.

4. Conclusion

The Thomson equation is a robust macroscopic model from
which thermodynamic data for the evaporation of solvent from
clusters can be obtained. The performance of various imple-
mentations of this model was compared for hydrated clusters
containing both mono- and divalent ions. For hydrated clusters
containing monovalent ions, all the models appear to fit existing
experimental data reasonably well given the expected limitations
of these models. However, for hydrated divalent ions, the
continuous model53 and a discrete model that takes into account
effects of the excluded volume of the impurity ion perform
significantly better than a recently proposed model that includes
an ion-dipole term.55 For smaller clusters, the systematic
deviation introduced by the continuous model results in
significantly lower binding enthalpies than those calculated from
the discrete model, but this difference becomes negligible for
larger clusters.

In earlier work, physical properties of water at a temperature
of 313 K were used. For small clusters, effects of temperature
are negligible, and parameters of water at 298 K resulted in
nearly the same water binding enthalpies and entropies.
However, effects of temperature are more significant at larger
cluster sizes for which there is limited or no experimental data.
With parameters for water at 298 K, binding enthalpies are∼0.2
kcal/mol higher forn g 4 and 10 forz ) 1 and 2, respectively.
Although small, this effect is significant for the ability to
accurately obtain thermodynamic properties from recent ion
nanocalorimetry experiments in which energy deposition is
obtained primarily from the sum of binding enthalpies for each
water molecule that evaporates from a cluster.46-49 When energy
deposition is large, a small uncertainty in binding energy values
results in a large uncertainty in the sum of these values because
the number of water molecules that are lost can be quite
large.48,49 In establishing a value for the absolute standard
hydrogen electrode potential versus a free electron using this
nanocalorimetry method with clusters containing 55 water
molecules,49 a 0.2 kcal/mol difference in binding enthalpy values
resulted in a 0.2 V difference in the value of the SHE. Improved
models for obtaining thermochemical data of large ionic clusters
can greatly enhance the accuracy with which such nanocalo-
rimetry experiments can be applied. Comparisons of various
models to data for multivalent ions of even higher charge states
as well as those that are solvated by ligands other than water
also should provide an important test of these models.
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